There are a number of areas that a modern Power Systems course in EET should consider. One is the conflict between laboratory experiences traditionally taught in an Electrical Power Course and the ArcFlash requirements of NFPA 70E. A second is the need to teach the calculations of faults necessary to build a modern one-line diagram for a manufacturing facility. A third is a look at the theory behind all electrical and magnetic circuit design (Maxwell's Equations). A possible fourth is the expanded role of emerging energy generation methods and the impact these have on the grid. This paper discusses the development of various methods used to teach the traditional Motors or Power Systems course while incorporating these concepts. Included are lab experiences that abide by the limitations of the NFPA requirements. A new look at the Power Systems Course has occurred as a result of these considerations.
The course's focus was previously on motor and transformer technology. It has been reconstructed to encompass both the traditional motors course as well as an introduction to a traditional power course. In addition, students are required to learn Maxwell's Equations [3] and gain some understanding of their importance in electrical and magnetic theory. The power course now encompasses topics in transmission lines, underground cables, as well as fault current calculations and NEC code practice in addition to the material taught in the original course. Yet to be added are topics in safety pertaining to the ArcFlash OSHA rules and emerging energy generation.
While the content has significantly changed from a motors course to a course including motors as well as power, the course name and description remain the same:
EET 4350 -Electric Power Systems

This course constitutes a study of AC/DC machines, including transformers, power transmission and the regulation governing them as specified by the industry and the National Electric Code. It covers the construction, operation, selection and control selection DC/AC generators and motors. This course also enhances the student's lab experience by connecting motors and generator in the lab and analyzing test results.
The course has kept the same name since being introduced in 1996.
Introduction:
Coursework many times is developed out of a tragedy and this is one. The tragedy was the death of a fellow professor in the EET program -Dr. Ahmad Farhoud. His sickness and eventual passing was the cause of much concern for the program and the entire department as others shifted over to "help out" with the courses for Ahmad.
One of the courses taught by Prof. Farhoud was the course commonly referenced as the "Motors Course" -EET 4350. The course name and description includes more than simply motors. This course is taught twice each year -in Fall semester during the days and in Spring during the evenings. The course is a 4-hour course with 3 hours of lecture and a one credit two-hour lab. The course had been taught in the same format for at least 20 years.
Course Development:
After the tragedy of Ahmad's passing, it was decided that a full-time EET professor was the choice to teach the course starting Fall 2013. His prior experience was 15 years of industrial experience before coming to the university with a background in controls. He was not prepared to teach the course and the start of the fall semester was fast approaching.
Lab Development:
In Fall 2013, the instructor had tried to track down the labs for the course from the original course. These labs were reportedly at a bookstore on campus so he took a walk over to the bookstore to pick up a set. On the way back, he stopped at the Safety Building to discuss the safety of the laboratory since he had some interest in the possibility that the NFPA 70E 2013 Standard was not being enforced. The safety personnel were in their offices that day and questions posed concerning the safety of the laboratory equipment was met with a resounding 'no way'. The labs taught in the existing format with voltages in excess of 50 VAC were not going to happen according the safety personnel. Students could not be expected to pass a safety course in addition to the regular course being offered. The university had no one qualified to hold such a class and if there were, the course would only be offered to employees, not students.
The lab equipment under consideration was the Hamden equipment. It was old but efficient. The labs were printed and ready to go. However, if anyone tried to use any of it and a student get hurt, both the university and the instructor would be liable.
This forced a decision to either cancel the lab entirely or to regroup and begin to write labs from scratch with equipment less than 50 volts. The decision was made in the walk back to the office from the safety building to provide the lab experiences with low-voltage equipment as well as some simulation labs if available.
Even after making the decision to change, there was still some curiosity as to the validity of the decision to change the labs. A number of fellow practicing electrical engineers were queried and all agreed that the Hamden equipment was not safe with regard to the present OSHA requirements. The question was also posed to the electrical community on a prominent electrical internet forum. The answer was the same. The need to be safe was paramount even though the Arc-Flash rules were for industry and not educational institutions.
The question was also posed to a number of fellow professors. No one would discuss the question of suspending labs for Arc-Flash. At no time were the safety personnel brought back into the discussion since there were other groups using the old Hamdan equipment and the instructor did not want to adversely influence these groups from using the lab. However, he was not going to use the Hamdan labs since there was not a clear path to safely use any of the equipment since it was above the 50 V threshold. At a forum of heads of departments (sitting at a dinner table during a recruiting visit), several opinions were voiced and none disagreed that the decision to abandon the Hamdan equipment and stay at less-than 50 volt labs was a mistake. Their observation was that most schools had abandoned the lab component of the course entirely. This was a course that EET programs should not be willing to do since EET is a hands-on curriculum and the desire for hands-on labs has been a distinctive of the program. Other comments were that their schools had abandoned the hardware and moved to a simulation-only lab experience with computer output. This also was not an acceptable course of action, since the purpose of a technical education is to help the students to prepare for the proper actions when facing the problems in the real life. Other solutions have been floated such as having students take a short course in arc-flash requirements followed by a test and signing of a waiver. This was seen also as unacceptable. Another solution would have had students stand behind a barrier and observe the results while an instructor with proper training would run the experiment. This was also dismissed as unacceptable.
Discussion with Students:
The students who took the course in the year prior to the changes that have been outlined here had many comments that helped to shape the course taken. One student who had taken the course with the Hamdan equipment encouraged the use of safety equipment in the lab. This led the instructor to stop by the safety building which was originally only a request for use of safety equipment including glasses. This comment was timely in that even the students knew that there were problems with their exposure to 230 VAC in an open environment even though the university had tended to ignore the problem.
The labs that have been created have been continuously being reviewed to provide a better overall experience while maintaining integrity of the lab experiences. There are some complaints pertaining to the degree of difficulty of some of the labs in which students are unable to adequately complete the labs in a timely manner or get good data when the variables are so very small. The lab equipment provided was bought in Fall 2013 and used by students in that semester and continuously since that time. Equipment continues to be enhanced since 2013 in the labs.
What happened to the Hamden Lab? The EE classes continued to use it until recently when they upgraded to newer equipment still above the 50V threshold. The new replacement equipment has not been installed yet so there is little to comment on what is or may be available down the road.
Curriculum Changes:
Comments from these students also convinced the instructor that there needed to be a power component as well as a motors component to the course including exercises to calculate fault currents. Each year, one or two students would voice their disappointment over not having more information pertaining to power and power transmission. Their request was born from a need to further their expertise in the area they aspired to work in or were already working in. The request was finally addressed with a second Schaum [2] text which included several sections on transmission line characteristics and fault calculations.
One instructor since the course has been upgraded showed a talent in the use of videos. His efforts with the use of video has been continued and enhanced as the course moves forward. The lab experience for the ac motor was first found by this instructor on a youtube video.
Several sections pertaining to National Electric Code, ArcFlash and NFPA 70E have also been added although no lab portion has been added that shows the use of safety equipment. This is a planned addition to the course in the future.
Future changes in the course include the study of alternate energy generation including wind and solar. These topics will be added to lecture and perhaps in lab.
Labs Developed at Less Than 50 Volts:
Labs for the course include the wiring of a motor starter circuit, a study of the ideal and nonideal parameters of transformers, a study of the characteristics of a solenoid and the design of a circuit for pwm control of a solenoid once pulled-in, a study of dc motors and finally a study of ac motors.
In the DC motors lab, a DC-motor was connected to the output of the power converter. Then, a variable voltage was applied to the terminals of the DC-motor. Observations were made of the correlation of motor speed to armature voltage. This is also referred as open-loop voltage controlled DC-motor. The electrical parameters of the motor were calculated. Later, an encoder was attached and control of the motor was coupled to the signal from the encoder.
In the AC motor lab, an AC motor is planned using a coffee can and three-phase power wired to six field coils. If properly constructed and wired, the coffee can will spin using the induced voltage from the three-phase coils on the face of the tin can. The rms voltage of the coils is 30 VAC. In a future lab, the students may build an inverter and spin the same three-phase coffeecan motor using the same concepts as found in the original ac waveform but with variable speed.
Summary:
The "Motors" course needed to be changed but the manner in which the change came about was not expected. Examination of this course led to a number of changes including content as well as labs. Appendix A shows evolution of the course content from prior to 2013 to today. This experience may be considered by some as 'just soldiering on'. However, there needs to be an evaluation as to how any course is taught based on the changes of the profession. This is the responsibility of the professor as well as the university. The professor should give primary consideration to how best to give students experiences similar to those of prior years but that are considered safe by today's standards. The university should support these efforts and find ways to give encouragement when decisions concerning fundamental changes in course delivery occur.
Hopefully, these experiences will encourage others to discuss the merits of evaluating and upgrading power systems courses as they find similar challenges in their path.
